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METHOD AND APPARATUS FOR ALPHABET 
INPUT 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED PATENT 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application claims the benefits of Korean 
Patent Application No. 10-2009-0041250, filed on May 12, 
2009, and Korean Patent Application No. 10-2010-0023489, 
filed on Mar. 16, 2010 in the Korean Intellectual Property 
Office, the disclosures of which are incorporated herein in 
their entirety by reference. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0002 1. Field of the Invention 
0003. The present invention relates to a method and appa 
ratus for inputting letters, and more particularly, to a method 
and apparatus for inputting letters via a simple manipulation 
by using a much less number of keys than the total number of 
alphabet letters. 
0004 2. Description of the Related Art 
0005. As well known, English is one of official interna 
tional languages used in international conferences, etc., and is 
being widely used as a second language in many countries. In 
English, two or more of twenty six letters are combined to 
represent one word having a particular meaning. 
0006. On a QWERTY keyboard commonly used for com 
puters or the like, twenty six letters are respectively assigned 
to different keys so that a user may easily input a desired word 
or sentence by pressing keys corresponding to the appropriate 
letters. 
0007 Recently, due to the rapid development of electronic 
technologies, various compact and portable devices such as 
cellular phones including Smart phones, Moving Picture 
Experts Group (MPEG) audio layer 3 (MP3) players, digital 
multimedia broadcasting (DMB) terminals, satellite termi 
nals, personal digital assistants (PDAs), and portable multi 
media players (PMPs) have become very popular. In this 
regard, as the size of Such devices can be the most competitive 
marketing advantage, manufactures have made continuous 
efforts to produce thin, light, and compact portable devices. 
0008. As such, portable devices typically have a keypad 
that contains a limited number of keys, for example, twelve 
letter keys, and a few additional function keys. 
0009 FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional phone-key keypad 
for inputting numbers and English letters. 
0010. This type of keypad is common in coded phones, 
cellular phones, etc., and is refereed to as a phone-key keypad. 
In the phone-key keypad, from among twenty six letters, 
letters Q and Zare assigned to key number 1, letters A, B, and 
C are assigned to key number 2, letters D, E, and F are 
assigned to key number 3, letters G, H, and I are assigned to 
key number 4, letters J, K, and L are assigned to key number 
5, letters M, N, and 0 are assigned to key number 6, letter P, R, 
and S are assigned to key number 7, letters T. U, and V are 
assigned to key number 8, and letters W, X, and Y areassigned 
to key number 9. 
0011. In the phone-key keypad having the above arrange 
ment, a letter is input by pressing a specific key a certain 
number of times. For example, if a user desires to input the 
text “call me john’, the keypad has to be manipulated as 
follows: triple pressing of key number 2->(a pause or a space) 
-> single pressing of key number 2-striple pressing of key 
number 5->(a pause or a space)-striple pressing of key num 
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ber 5->(a pause)-->(a space)->single pressing of key number 
6->double pressing of key number 3->(a pause or a space)->a 
space-> single pressing of key number 5-striple pressing of 
key number 6->double pressing of key number 4->double 
pressing of key number 6. 
0012. In this case, since there is no correlation between the 
letters assigned to each key and no rule or logic with respect 
to the number of times that a key is pressed to input a specific 
letter, a user needs to be very careful when inputting desired 
letters. Also, an error in pressing a key frequently occurs 
because a plurality of letters are assigned to one key, and a 
large amount of time or a larger number of key pressings is 
required because a pause or pressing a space key is required. 
In order to solve this problem, Korean Patent Registration No. 
10-0672773 entitled Alphabet Input Apparatus and Alphabet 
Input Method and registered on Dec. 27, 2006 (hereinafter 
referred to as cited reference 1) discloses a method of sepa 
rating and symbolizing strokes of letters to symbolize the 
strokes and combining the symbols with each other to input a 
desired letter. 
0013 Incited reference 1, symbols such as /, , , C, -, D. 
V. O. and U are assigned to nine keys and one to four of the 
symbols are combined to input a desired letter. The letters are 
expressed by selecting the symbols as described below. 
0014 A: sequential pressing of /, t, and - 
00.15 B: sequential pressing of, D, and C 
0016 C: single pressing of C 
0017 D: sequential pressing of and D 
0018 E: sequential pressing of, -, -, and - 
0019 F: sequential pressing of , -, and - 
0020 G: sequential pressing of C, -, and 
0021 H: sequential pressing of , -, and 
0022. I; single pressing of 
0023 J: sequential pressing of and U 
0024 K: sequential pressing of, ?, and \ 
0025 L: sequential pressing of and - 
0026 M: sequential pressing of, \, /, and 
0027 N: sequential pressing of , \, and 
0028 O: single pressing of O 
0029 P: sequential pressing of and D 
0030 Q: sequential pressing of O and \ 
0031 R: sequential pressing of, D, and \ 
0032 S: sequential pressing of C and D 
0033 T. sequential pressing of- and 
0034 U: single pressing of U 
0035 V. single pressing of V 
0036 W: sequential pressing of V and V 
0037 X: sequential pressing of \ and / 
0038 Y: sequential pressing of V and 
0039 Z: sequential pressing of -, /, and - 
0040 Although the apparatus and method disclosed in 
cited reference 1 are convenient to input a letter by combining 
strokes of letters, users still have difficulties in using them 
because some letters require pressing a key four times and the 
above keypad assignment is not as instinctively and easily 
recognizable as handwriting. In cited reference 1, a total of 
sixty key pressings are required to input all alphabet letters. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0041. The present invention provides a method and appa 
ratus for inputting letters, which are capable of increasing 
user's convenience when inputting letters by allowing a user 
to input letters in the same manner as in handwriting direction 
and order. 
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0042. According to an aspect of the present invention, 
there is provided a keypad apparatus for inputting letters, the 
keypad apparatus comprising a plurality of keys to which 
basic elements u, I., n., C. l. D. J. , ? , , and o obtained by 
separating and symbolizing strokes of letters are separately 
assigned, and the keypad apparatus recognizing letters by 
using a method comprising at least one of recognizing 
sequential pressing of the basic elements C and 1 as the letter 
a; recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
D as the letter b, recognizing single pressing of the basic 

element C as the letter c, recognizing sequential pressing of 
the basic elements C and I as alphabet d, recognizing single 
pressing of the basic element as the letter e: recognizing 
single pressing of the basic element as the letter f. recog 
nizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C and Jas 
the letter g; recognizing sequential pressing of the basic ele 
ments I and nas the letter h; recognizing single pressing of the 
basic element 1 as the letter i, recognizing single pressing of 
the basic element J as the letter j; recognizing sequential 
pressing of the basic elements I and C as the letter k, recog 
nizing single pressing of the basic element I as the letter l; 
recognizing double pressing of the basic element n as the 
letterm; recognizing single pressing of the basic element nas 
the lettern; recognizing single pressing of the basic element 
o as the letter o; recognizing sequential pressing of the basic 
elements it and D as the letter p; recognizing sequential 
pressing of the basic elements C and it as the letter q, recog 
nizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and as the 
letter r; recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements 
C and D as the letters; recognizing single pressing of the 
basic element it as the letter t, recognizing single pressing of 
the basic element u as the letter u; recognizing double press 
ing of the basic element 1 as the letter V; recognizing double 
pressing of the basic element u as the letter w; recognizing 
sequential pressing of the basic elements D and C as the 
letter X, recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements 
I and J as the lettery; and recognizing double pressing of the 
basic element as the letter Z. 
0043. According to the present invention, English letters 
may be simply and easily input in the same manner as in 
handwriting direction and order. 
0044 Also, English letters may be intuitively input by 
pressing keys a minimum number of times and key pressing 
paths on a keypad may be minimized. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0045. The above and other features and advantages of the 
present invention will become more apparent by describing in 
detail exemplary embodiments thereof with reference to the 
attached drawings in which: 
0046 FIG. 1 illustrates a conventional phone-key keypad 
for inputting numbers and English letters; 
0047 FIGS. 2A through 2C illustrate keypads according 

to embodiments of the present invention; 
0.048 FIG. 3 shows combinations of basic elements for 
inputting Small letters, according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0049 FIG. 4 is a diagram for describing a method of 
assigning five main basic elements on a keypad, according to 
an embodiment of the present invention; 
0050 FIG. 5 is a diagram for describing a method of 
assigning the other basic elements on a keypad, according to 
an embodiment of the present invention; 
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0051 FIG. 6 shows overall key pressing orders for input 
ting Small letters on a keypad, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention; 
0.052 FIG. 7 shows overall key dragging orders for input 
ting Small letters on a keypad, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention; 
0053 FIG. 8 illustrates a cellular phone including the key 
pad illustrated in FIG. 2A, according to an embodiment of the 
present invention; 
0054 FIGS. 9A through 9D illustrate various key assign 
ments of basic elements on a keypad, according to embodi 
ments of the present invention; 
0055 FIG. 10 illustrates a keypad for identifying subse 
quent basic elements that are available to be pressed after an 
initial basic element is pressed, according to an embodiment 
of the present invention; and 
0056 FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a keypad apparatus 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0057 The attached drawings for illustrating exemplary 
embodiments of the present invention are referred to in order 
to gain a Sufficient understanding of the present invention, the 
merits thereof, and the objectives accomplished by the imple 
mentation of the present invention. 
0058. Hereinafter, the present invention will be described 
in detail by explaining embodiments of the invention with 
reference to the attached drawings. Like reference numerals 
denote like elements in the drawings. 
0059. In the present application, a keypad includes user 
interfaces for pressing keys, e.g., a keyboard and a touch 
SCC. 

0060 According to a report regarding the frequency ofuse 
of communication tools in the USA, the number of voice calls 
has increased by 5% from 2007 to 2008, while the usage of 
short message service (SMS) has increased by 300%. People 
now regard that unidirectional communication Such as send 
ing a short message is more attractive than bidirectional com 
munication Such as phone calling. 
0061 Furthermore, a short text message is more interest 
ing to people than a phone call. In addition, in line with the 
development of techniques for sending short messages, even 
competitions have been held for users who rapidly send short 
messages. Furthermore, as Internet services for cellular 
phones are currently being developed, a rapid and simple text 
input method is highly demanded. 
0062 However, an English letter input method for com 
pact devices does not provide an appropriate solution. The 
keypad and input method described above in relation to FIG. 
1 are inconvenient and also inputting letter requires a long 
time. 
0063. This fundamental problem arises from restriction of 
the number of keys in a cellular phone keypad where twenty 
six letters are assigned to twelve keys. Although some cur 
rently commercialized compact devices such as cellular 
phones employ a QWERTY keyboard in order to cope with 
the above restriction, a physical restriction due to the size of 
cellular phones still remains. In particular, this restriction is 
exacerbated in the case of people who have large fingers. 
0064. Accordingly, a new apparatus and method of alpha 
bet input that allows users to intuitively recognize keys and to 
conveniently, rapidly, and easily input English letters is 
required. 
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0065 FIGS. 2A through 2C illustrate keypads according 
to embodiments of the present invention. 
0066 Referring to FIG. 2A, basic elements u, I, n, C. 1, D, 
, , , , and o, which are obtained by separating and 

symbolizing strokes of letters, areassigned to keypadbuttons. 
English letters input by using the eleven basic elements are 
basically small letters. Capital letters may also be input by 
changing modes as when using a conventional phone-key 
keypad, and the basic elements are displayed on the top right 
side of each key. 
0067. The shapes of the basic elements are variable in 
consideration of user's convenience or design of the keypad. 
For example, the basic element it for inputting the letter t by 
pressing a single key does not always include a horizontal 
line, and a solid or dotted line may be used as the horizontal 
line in consideration of user's convenience. Also, the basic 
element ? for inputting the letter f may not include a hori 
Zontal line as illustrated in FIG. 2A or may include the hori 
Zontal line as a dotted or solid line. Although the horizontal 
line is not included, there is no problem for users to intuitively 
recognize the basic element ? as the letter f. 
0068. Before describing the keypad illustrated in FIG. 2B, 
a method of inputting letters by combining the basic elements 
illustrated in FIG. 2A will now be described in detail with 
reference to FIG.3 in order to easily understand the structures 
of the modified keypads illustrated in FIGS. 2B and 2C. 
0069 FIG.3 shows combinations of the basic elements u, 

I, n, C, l, D, J, f, ? , and o for inputting Small letters, 
according to an embodiment of the present invention. 
0070 Referring to FIG. 3, sequential pressing of C and 1 

is recognized as the lettera, sequential pressing of I and D is 
recognized as the letterb, single pressing of C is recognized 
as the letter c, sequential pressing of C and I is recognized as 
the letter d, single pressing of is recognized as the letter e. 
single pressing of ? is recognized as the letter f. sequential 
pressing of C and is recognized as the letter g, sequential 
pressing of I and n is recognized as the letterh, single pressing 
of 1 is recognized as the letter i, single pressing of J is 
recognized as the letter j, sequential pressing of I and C is 
recognized as the letterk, single pressing of I is recognized as 
the letter 1, double pressing of n is recognized as the letterm, 
single pressing of n is recognized as the lettern, single press 
ing of o is recognized as the letter o, sequential pressing of 
and D is recognized as the letterp, sequential pressing of C 
and it is recognized as the letter q, sequential pressing of land 
is recognized as the letter r, sequential pressing of C and D 

is recognized as the letters, single pressing of it is recognized 
as the lettert, single pressing of u is recognized as the letteru, 
double pressing of 1 is recognized as the letter V, double 
pressing of u is recognized as the letter W, sequential pressing 
of D and C is recognized as the letter X, sequential pressing 
of land J is recognized as the lettery, and double pressing of 

is recognized as the letter Z. 
0071. These combinations may vary in order to increase 
user's convenience or intuitiveness. For example, sequential 
pressing of ? and may be recognized as the letterf, double 
pressing of o may be recognized as the letter S, sequential 
pressing of and 1 may be recognized as the lettert, sequential 
pressing ofu and J, or landi may be recognized as the letter 
y, and single pressing of D may be recognized as the letterb. 
0072 Also, in order to generate each alphabet letter by 
double key pressing for for a unity purpose, an additional key 
Such as a space key (e.g., a # key in FIG. 2) is pressed after a 
single key is pressed. If double key pressing method is used 
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for each letter and if a key is pressed to input a letter and then 
another key is pressed to input another letter, the keys may be 
prevented from being combined to input an unintended letter. 
As such, a time delay due to a pause after a single key is 
pressed may be reduced. 
0073 However, if a predetermined pause period passes 
after a single key is pressed, input of a letter recognized by 
pressing the single key may be confirmed and thus a Subse 
quent key input may not influence the input of the letter 
generated by a single key. 
(0074 The method of inputting letters illustrated in FIG.3 
may be implemented as Software, and thus may be written in 
a computer-readable programming language so as to be 
executed by a terminal device. If the terminal device includes 
a touchpad, the keypad illustrated in FIG. 2A, 2B, or 2 may be 
displayed on the touchpad and thus desired letters may be 
input by using the above-described method. 
0075 Also, the software may be stored in a computer 
readable recording medium. 
0076. As illustrated in FIG. 3, when children learn how to 
write, they start to write small letters using as reference a third 
line from among four lines. In this case, a short vertical line at 
a right side of a letter as in the lettera is represented by using 
the basic element 1, a long vertical line from a first line to the 
thirdlineas in the letterb ord is represented by using the basic 
element I, and a long vertical line from a second line to a 
fourth line as in the letter p or q is represented by using the 
basic element it. 
0077 Also, in order to press the basic elements according 
to the letter writing direction and order illustrated in FIG. 3, 
the assignment and alignment of five main basic elements 
I, C, 1, D, and it as illustrated in FIG. 4 are important. 
(0078. The keypad illustrated in FIG. 2B will now be 
described. The keypad illustrated in FIG.2B is a modification 
of the keypad illustrated in FIG. 2A. In FIG. 2B, the basic 
elements u, I., n., C. 1, o, . , ? , and , which are obtained by 
separating and symbolizing strokes of letters, are assigned on 
the keypad. Compared to FIG. 2A, the number of basic ele 
ments is reduced to ten in FIG. 2B. As in FIG. 2A, English 
letters input by using the ten basic elements are basically 
Small letters. Capital letters may also be input by changing 
modes as when using a conventional phone-key keypad, and 
the basic elements are displayed on the top side of each key. 
007.9 The shapes of the basic elements are also variable in 
consideration of user's convenience or design of the keypad. 
For example, the basic element it for inputting the letter t by 
pressing a single key does not always include a horizontal 
line, and a solid or dotted line may be used as the horizontal 
line in consideration of user's convenience. Also, the basic 
element for inputting the letter f may not include a hori 
Zontal line as illustrated in FIG. 2B or may include the hori 
Zontal line as a dotted or solid line. Although the horizontal 
line is not included, there is no problem to intuitively recog 
nize the basic element ? as the letter f. Also, there is no 
problem to intuitively recognize the basic element O as the 
letter o or a semicircle of the letter b or p. 
0080 Compared to FIG. 2A, single pressing of the basic 
element O may be recognized as the letter o in the keypad 
illustrated in FIG. 2B. The rest of the input method is almost 
the same as the method described with respect to FIG. 2A. 
0081. In FIG. 2C, the basic element O illustrated in FIG. 
2B is replaced by a basic element o. Likewise, the basic 
elemento key may be intuitively recognized as the letter o or 
a semicircle of the letter b or p. 
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0082 FIG. 4 is a diagram for describing a method of 
assigning five main basic elements I 411, C 413, 1415, D 
417. and it 419 on a keypad 420, according to an embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0083. Initially, all of the illustrated letters a, b, c, d, i. 1, p. 
q, and t may be formed by using a shape 410 illustrated at the 
center of FIG. 4. Also, the method corresponds to the order or 
direction of writing the letters a, b, c, d, i. 1, p, q, and t. The 
basic elements I 411, C 413, 1415, D417, and it 419 of the 
shape 410 are scattered and assigned on the keypad 420. 
0084. On the keypad 420, a central horizontal line 421 
may be assumed to correspond to the third line, which is used 
as the reference line for writing Small letters, from among 
four lines. Here, the letters a, b, c, d, i. 1, p, q, and t may be 
intuitively input by respectively pressing sequentially keys 
421, 423, 425, 427, and 429. In particular, except for the 
letters c, i. 1, and t that may be input by pressing a single key, 
the letters a, b, d, p, and q may be input by sequentially 
pressing two neighboring keys. 
0085. One who understands English to a certain degree 
would accurately know where to draw a curve and a straight 
line to write English letters and thus may easily input Small 
letters by combining the above keys 421, 423, 425, 427, and 
429 as if the letters are written with a pen. Also, a writing 
order is always from left to right and an order of pressing basic 
elements corresponds to the writing order. For example, in 
FIG. 4, the letter q may be input by sequentially pressing the 
basic elements C 423 and it 429 (423->429) so as to corre 
spond to the writing order of the letter q. 
I0086. After assigning the basic elements I 411, C 413, 1 
415, D 417, and it 419, the other basic elements have to be 
assigned. When the other basic elements are assigned, intu 
itiveness of inputting letters and minimum key pressing order 
for inputting letters should also be considered. 
0087 FIG. 5 is a diagram for describing a method of 
assigning the other basic elements in 501 and J 503 on a 
keypad, according to an embodiment of the present invention. 
0088. As the other basic elements in 501 and 503 are 
assigned, the letter g is input by sequentially pressing the 
basic elements C 423 and 503, and the letter his input by 
sequentially pressing the basic elements I 421 and n 501. In 
this case, the key pressing order and direction correspond to 
the writing order and direction, and keys to be pressed to input 
a letter are adjacent to each other. 
0089 FIG. 6 shows overall key pressing orders for input 
ting Small letters on a keypad, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0090. As illustrated in FIG. 6, the letters a, b, d, g, h, k, p. 
q, and y may be input by sequentially pressing two neighbor 
ing (including diagonally neighboring) keys, and the letters c, 
e, f, i,j, l, n, o, t, u, and V may be input by pressing a single key. 
According to a selection of a user, the letterb may be input by 
pressing a single key. Also, the letters m, V, W, and Z may be 
input by repeatedly pressing a key. From among the twenty 
six alphabet letters, only three letters r, s, and X are input by 
sequentially pressing non-neighboring keys. However, the 
key pressing order and direction for inputting the letters r, s, 
and X correspond to order and direction for intuitively writing 
the letters r, s, and X. 
0091. In consideration of user's convenience, when a user 
desires to input capital letters, a small letter may be input and 
then an additional function key may be pressed to change the 
Small letter into a capital letter, or an input mode may be 
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toggled and changed from a small letter mode to a capital 
letter mode or vice versa by pressing the additional function 
key. 
0092 FIG. 7 shows overall key dragging orders for input 
ting Small letters on a keypad, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0093. If the keypad is of a touch type, an initial key may be 
touched and then a stylus pen that touches the initial key may 
be dragged to a Subsequent key according to the key pressing 
orders illustrated in FIG. 6 without taking the stylus pen off 
the keypad. A keypad apparatus may recognize a key on 
which an initial touch is sensed as the initial key, and a key on 
which the touch is terminated after dragging as the Subse 
quent key. For example, in order to input the lettera, a C key 
that is assigned may be initially touched, and then a finger or 
a stylus pen that touches the C key may be dragged to and 
then be taken off a 1 key. 
0094. In this case, the dragging method is also useful to 
sequentially press two non-neighboring keys. For example, as 
illustrated in FIG. 7, in order to input the letter X, a finger may 
touch a D key, the finger may move on the likey, and the finger 
motion may end on the C key. In this case, only the initially 
touched D key and the ultimately touched C key may be 
recognized to input an alphabet letter without recognizing the 
intermediately passed 1 key as a pressed key. 
0.095 If double touching of a key is required, a user may 
use one of a plurality of methods. For example, first, the key 
may be continuously pressed for more than a predetermined 
period of time. Second, the key may be dragged from left to 
right or from top to bottom. Alternatively, the key may be 
simply touched twice. 
0096. In more detail, whenankey is repeatedly touched to 
input the letter m, according to the above second method, as 
illustrated in FIG. 7, then key is dragged from left to right. 
Although the n key may be dragged from top to bottom, the 
dragging from left to right is appropriate in consideration of 
writing intuitiveness. 
(0097. According to the method illustrated in FIG. 6 or 7, 
various punctuation marks may also be easily input. This 
function is not enabled on a general English keypad but is 
enabled on the keypad according to the present invention 
because basic elements formed by separating and symboliz 
ing strokes of letters are assigned on the keypad. 
0098. For example, sequential pressing of I and o may be 
recognized as an exclamation mark (), sequential pressing of 
D and o may be recognized as a question mark (?), double 

pressing of o may be recognized as a period (...), double press 
ing of D may be recognized as a comma (), and sequential 
pressing of o and C may be recognized as an at mark ((a)). In 
this manner, punctuation marks may be directly input via the 
keypad according to the present invention without using an 
additional special character keyboard or mode. 
0099. Also, in addition to the English letters, various other 
letters, e.g., Spanish, German, French, and Portuguese letters, 
may also be easily input by using the keypad according to the 
present invention. Table 1 shows variations in inputting other 
letters according to the number of times that a special key is 
pressed after an English letter is input. 

TABLE 1 

a.As 1s's 2nds: 3rcs: 4t& & 

As: As: 
{ { Es: Es: { 
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TABLE 1-continued 

a. As 1s's 2ncs: 3rd: 4ts: 

s s s: 
ck: d's C ?s C 
ls: l & U& l & 

s: N Ns: 

0100 However, the variations shown in Table 1 are only 
examples, and all letters with English equivalents may be 
input by repeatedly pressing a special key. For example, after 
the letter a is recognized, variations such as “a, ?, a, a, a, a 
may be displayed on a screen by repeatedly pressing a special 
key. Also, corresponding capital letters may also be dis 
played. 
0101. As another example, after the letter n is recognized, 
variations such as “h, in , h, fi, m” may be displayed on a screen 
by repeatedly pressing a special key. Also, corresponding 
capital letters may also be displayed. 
0102. Furthermore, in addition to Spanish, German, 
French, and Portuguese letters, Greek letters (C. f. Y, Ö, e, , 
m, 0, L. K. W. L. V. S. O. J., p. O, T, U. (p. x, y, and (D) similar to 
English letters may also be input by using the basic elements 
according to the present invention. In this case, Greek letters 
may be input in an English mode or by changing the mode 
into a Greek mode. In order to input Greek letters, one or more 
of the basic elements u, I, n, C. 1, D, J, , , , , and o are 
sequentially pressed, and a Greek letter corresponding to the 
sequentially pressed basic elements is determined. For 
example, sequential pressing of I, C, and I may be recog 
nized as Greek letter C. sequential pressing of it, D, and C 
may be recognized as Greek letter B. sequential pressing of 
and 1 may be recognized as Greek lettery, sequential pressing 
of C and o as Greek letter 6, double pressing of C may be 
recognized as Greek letter e, sequential pressing of and 
J may be recognized as Greek letter, sequential pressing of 
in and it may be recognized as Greek letter m, sequential 
pressing of o and may be recognized as Greek letter 0, single 
pressing of 1 as may be recognized Greek letter L, sequential 
pressing of 1 and C may be recognized as Greek letter K, 
sequential pressing of 1 and I may be recognized as Greek 
letter W, sequential pressing of and u may be recognized as 
Greek letter L, double pressing of 1 may be recognized as 
Greek letter v. sequential pressing of , C, and J may be 
recognized as Greek letter S. double(=>si. Qz); l. 

a on 34 & 7 el '89) E48a fil 
d its So ill r. 1 blogg) pressing of o as 
efielletter o, sequential pressing of . , 1, and 1 may be 
recognized as Greek letter L, sequential pressing of and o 
may be recognized as Greek letter p, sequential pressing of o 
and may be recognized as Greek letter O, sequential press 
ing of and 1 may be recognized as Greek letter T, sequential 
pressing of and u may be recognized as Greek letter U. 
sequential pressing of o and I may be recognized as Greek 
letter (p, sequential pressing of u and n may be recognized as 
Greek letter X, sequential pressing of u and it may be recog 
nized as Greek letter, and sequential pressing of u and 1 may 
be recognized as Greek letter up, thereby inputting and dis 
playing Greek letters on a screen. 
0103 Also, Russian letters (a, 6, , B, r, , , e, é, XK, 3, 
V, 1, k, J1, , M. H., o, n, p, c, T., y, dp, , X, ul, I, l, 
b, bl. b. b. 3, , HO, , and ) may be input by using the basic 
elements of the present invention. 
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0104. When various letters are input by using a keypad on 
which the basic elements of the present invention are 
assigned, the letters may be intuitively input and thus key 
assignment may be easily learned and memorized. Further 
more, the number of key pressings or touches may be quite 
efficiently reduced. Accordingly, the keypad of the present 
invention may be applied to teaching or game tools for teach 
ing the alphabet to Small children, as well as mobile commu 
nication terminals such as cellular phones. Children who start 
to recognize and learn the alphabet may acquire a method of 
creating letters by combining the basic elements according to 
the present invention, instead of directly memorizing letters 
Such as A, B, and C. Thus, the present invention may be useful 
for learning and playing letter games. 
0105. Also, if English letters or other letters are input by 
using a keypad on which the basic elements of the present 
invention are assigned, the number of key pressings may be 
reduced in comparison to a typical keypad. For example, it is 
assumed that a user sends the following message by using a 
short message service (SMS). 
0106 “John, call me right now wer waiting foru att mart' 
0107. In order to input the above sentence by using the 
phone-key keypad illustrated in FIG. 1, the keys should be 
pressed eighty-three times. On the other hand, if the keypad 
according to the present invention is used, the keys should be 
pressed only sixty-eight times excluding the comma () and 
thus the number of key pressings may be about 82% of the 
previous case. Moreover, since the keypad according to the 
present invention has an intuitive key assignment that can be 
easily memorized, a sentence may be easily input without 
even looking at a keypad of a terminal device. 
(0.108 FIG. 8 illustrates a cellular phone 810 including the 
keypad illustrated in FIG. 2A, according to an embodiment of 
the present invention. 
0109. As illustrated in FIG. 8, the keypad illustrated in 
FIG. 2A may be applied to the cellular phone 810. In consid 
eration of user's convenience, the keypad also has a typical 
input mode. The user may select the typical input mode or a 
stroke combination mode according to the present invention. 
Although FIG. 8 illustrates a slide-type cellular phone, the 
keypad may also be applied to all cellular phones or mobile 
devices of a folder type, a flip type, and a touch type. 
0110 FIGS. 9A through 9D illustrate various key assign 
ments of basic elements u, I, n, c. 1, D, J, , ? , and o on 
a keypad, according to embodiments of the present invention. 
0111. As described above in relation to FIG. 3, it is rec 
ommended not to change the positions of the five main basic 
elements I, C, 1, D, and it, which are respectively assigned to 
key numbers 2, 4, 5, 6, and 8 in a cross shape, in consideration 
of user's convenience. However, these positions are merely 
recommended to provide an optimal input condition and may 
freely vary in consideration of user's convenience. 
0112 FIG. 9A shows an optimal key assignment on the 
keypad. 
0113. In FIG. 9A, the other basic elements u, n, , and 
?' are respectively assigned to key numbers 1, 3, 7, and 9 
keys. This type of key assignment is an optimal assignment 
because lettersh, y, etc., may be input by sequentially press 
ing two neighboring keys and a key pressing order and direc 
tion correspond to a writing order and direction. The two 
remaining basic elements and o may be appropriately 
assigned to the remaining keys of the keypad. However, since 
the basic element is used to input the lettere that is the most 
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commonly used vowel, it may be more convenient to assign 
the basic element to the key number 0. 
0114. In the key assignment illustrated in FIG. 9A, the 
basic elements are symmetric in shape. For example, the basic 
elements assigned to the key numbers 1 and 3, the key num 
bers 4 and 6, and the key numbers 7 and 9 are mirror-sym 
metric or 180°-symmetric in shape Such that the key assign 
ment illustrated in FIG. 9A is highly design-competitive. 
0115 The key assignments illustrated in FIGS. 9B 
through 9D are also possible. 
0116. In FIGS. 9B through 9D, the positions of the basic 
elements u, n, J, and ? respectively assigned to the key 
numbers 1,3,7, and 9 in the key assignment illustrated in FIG. 
9A are appropriately changed. However, the key assignments 
illustrated in FIGS. 9B through 9D are only examples of 
modified key assignments and the key assignment of the basic 
elements u, n, J, and may have a larger number of modi 
fications. 

0117 FIG. 10 illustrates a keypad for identifying subse 
quent basic elements that are available to be pressed after an 
initial basic element is pressed, according to an embodiment 
of the present invention. 
0118 When a user inputs a letter by pressing two keys, an 

initial basic element is pressed and then a Subsequent basic 
element is pressed. In this case, if Subsequent basic elements 
that are available to be pressed after the initial basic element 
is pressed are automatically identified on the keypad, the user 
may press the Subsequent basic element more conveniently. 
0119. In FIG. 10, it is assumed that the user presses a basic 
element C 1010 represented in a shaded manner. If the basic 
element C 1010 is pressed, the letter c may be input without 
additionally pressing another basic element, or the letters d, a, 
g, or q may be input by additionally pressing a basic element 
I, 1, , or i 1020. In this case, since a space key 1030 may be 
pressed to confirm input of the letter c, in a broad sense, the 
space key 1030 may also be a basic element that is available 
to be pressed after the basic element C 1010 is pressed. 
0120 If the basic element C 1010 is pressed, a keypad 
apparatus identifies the basic elements I, 1, , and i 1020 
from other non-available basic elements such that the user 
may easily recognize that only the basic elements I, 1, J, and 
i 1020 are available to be subsequently pressed. Various 
methods may be used to identify available basic elements 
from other non-available basic elements. For example, 
although the cellular phone 810 illustrated in FIG.8 may not 
easily identify keys, if a backlight unit is included to light 
trims of individual keys of the available basic elements as 
represented by dashed squares in FIG. 10, the available basic 
elements may be visually identified from other non-available 
basic elements. Alternatively, numbers or the available basic 
elements on the individual keys may be lit by the backlight 
unit. 

0121. If the keypad is a touchpad, the available basic ele 
ments may be identified more easily. Since touch keys are 
graphically displayed on a screen, if the basic element C 
1010 is pressed, the basic elements I, 1, J, and it 1020 that are 
available to be subsequently pressed may be displayed by 
using a different graphic so as to be easily recognized by the 
user. The different graphic may be obtained by using, for 
example, a different color, an inversed color, or a flickering 
effect. 

0122. After the basic element C 1010 is initially pressed, 
if any of the basic elements I, 1, , and i 1020 is not pressed 
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to input the letter d, a, g, or q, and if another basic element is 
pressed, input of the letter c may be confirmed. 
I0123. When letters are input by pressing the basic ele 
ments, double key pressing for each letter is convenient. For 
example, single key pressing is followed by a pressing of a 
space bar. However, this method increases the number of key 
pressings. 
0.124. In order to solve the above problem, the following 
method may be used. 
0.125. A user may press an initial basic element for a short 
time and a Subsequent basic element for a long time. In order 
to input a letter by pressing a single key, the initial basic 
element is pressed for a long time. For example, in order to 
input “change', the order of pressing basic elements is C In 
C 1 in C J, and the periods of time for pressing them are 
-*-*---- (* represents a short time and - represents a long 
time). 
0.126 FIG. 11 is a block diagram of a keypad apparatus 
1100 according to an embodiment of the present invention. 
I0127. The keypad apparatus 1100 includes a keypad 1110, 
a visual conversion unit 1120, a time check unit 1130, a 
control unit 1140, and a display unit 1150. The keypad 1110 
may be of abutton type or a touch type and includes a plurality 
of keys to which basic elements u, I., n., C. 1, D, , ? , , 
and o obtained by separating and symbolizing strokes of 
letters are assigned. 
0128. As described above in relation to FIG. 10, if two 
keys are sequentially pressed, the visual conversion unit 1120 
visually identifies from other non-available keys Subsequent 
keys that are available to be pressed to input letters after an 
initial key is pressed. As described above in relation to FIG. 
10, the visual identification may be performed by using any 
visual identification method such as a method using a back 
light, a different color, or an inversed color. 
0129. The time check unit 1130 measures a time taken for 
a key pressing to determine whether the key pressing is the 
final one. For example, if two keys are sequentially pressed 
and ifa second key is pressed for a longtime in comparison to 
a short time for pressing a first key, the time check unit 1130 
recognizes the pressing of the second key as the final one. If 
a single key is pressed and if the first key is pressed for a long 
time, the time check unit 1130 may recognize the pressing of 
the first key as the final one. A user may set the short time and 
the long time. 
0.130. The control unit 1140 controls data or processes of 
the keypad 1110, the visual conversion unit 1120, and the 
time check unit 1130, and displays letters input by pressing 
keys on the display unit 1150. 
I0131. In addition, the control unit 1140 may convert the 
input letters into a phone number. For example, in the USA, 
an advertisement is made in many cases by providing a phone 
number corresponding to advertizing text, e.g., a company or 
product name, input by using the phone-key keypad illus 
trated in FIG. 1. For example, in the case of a toy company 
*ALL TOYS, their phone number may be determined as 
2(A)5(L)5(L)-8(T)6(O)9(Y)7(S) such that this phone num 
ber is pressed by selecting the company name on the phone 
key keypad. If a stroke-combining keypad according to the 
present invention is used, the phone number may not be 
directly pressed as described above. Instead, letters corre 
sponding to the company name are input on the keypad and 
then the input letters are recognized as numbers. Since the 
keypad according to the present invention is basically used to 
input Small letters, “all toys’ is input as the company name. 
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Then, if a send button is pressed, the control unit 1140 
matches the letter a to number 2, the letter 1 to number 5, the 
letter t to number 8, the letter o to number 6, the lettery to 
number 9, and the letters to number 7, such that the user may 
automatically call the number 255-8697. 
0132 Also, the above-described method and apparatus 
may also be useful to input Chinese or Japanese characters. 
Chinese is an ideogram-based language and it is not possible 
to separately assign all Chinese characters to keys on a key 
board. Accordingly, the pronunciation of a Chinese character 
may be input by using English letters and then the input 
English letters may be automatically or manually changed 
into the Chinese character corresponding to the pronuncia 
tion. 
0.133 For example, if “shang' is input, an algorithm may 
display various Chinese characters corresponding to the pro 
nunciation, e.g., E, ?, and rii, anda, on a screen automati 
cally or by pressing a predetermined key. Then, a user may 
select one of the various Chinese characters. Since this 
method eventually uses English letters, Chinese characters 
may also be efficiently input by using the method according to 
the present invention. 
0134. The same principle applies to Japanese characters. 
Although Japanese is a phonogram-based language, and it is 
not easy to separately assign all the fifty Japanese characters 
including hiragana and katakana characters to keys on agen 
eral keyboard. In this case, the pronunciation of a Japanese 
character may be input by using English letters and then the 
input English letters may be changed into the Japanese char 
acter corresponding to the pronunciation. For example, if 
“tsu' is input, the Japanese character 12 may be input auto 
matically or by pressing an additional key. Japanese charac 
ters may also be rapidly and easily input by using the method 
according to the present invention. 
0135 While the present invention has been particularly 
shown and described with reference to exemplary embodi 
ments thereof, it will be understood by one of ordinary skill in 
the art that various changes in form and details may be made 
therein without departing from the spirit and scope of the 
present invention as defined by the following claims. 

1. A method of inputting letters, the method comprising: 
pressing one of or sequentially pressing two of basic ele 

ments u, I, in C, 1 D, J, , , , and o obtained by 
separating and symbolizing strokes of letters; 

determining a letter corresponding to the pressed basic 
element or the sequentially pressed basic elements; and 

displaying the determined letter. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein the displaying of the 

determined letter comprises at least one of: 
recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 

and 1 as the letter a: 
recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 

D as the letterb: 
recognizing single pressing of the basic element C as the 

letter c; 
recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 

and I as the letter d: 
recognizing single pressing of the basic element as the 

letter e: 
recognizing single pressing of the basic element? as the 

letter f: 
recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 

and J as the letter g; 
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recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
in as the letter h; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element 1 as the 
letter i: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element J as the 
letterj: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
C as the letterk; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element I as the 
letter l; 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element n as the 
letter m; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element n as the 
letter n: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element o as the 
letter o: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements and 
D as the letterp; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and as the letter q; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
as the letter r, 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and D as the letters; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element it as the 
letter t. 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element u as the 
letter u: 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element 1 as the 
letter v; 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element u as the 
letter w; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements 
and C as the letter X: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
J as the lettery; and 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element as the 
letter Z. 

3. The method of claim 2, wherein the displaying of the 
determined letter further comprises at least one of: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element D as the 
letterb: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements 
and as the letter f: 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element o as the 
letters; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements and 
tas the letter t. 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements u and 
as alphabety; and 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
it as the lettery. 

4. The method of claim 2, wherein the basic element I is 
used as a center element, 

wherein the basic elements I, i, C, and D are respectively 
assigned to top, bottom, left, and right sides of the center 
element, and 

wherein the letters a, b, d, k, p, and q are recognized by 
sequentially pressing two neighboring keys in the same 
direction and order as the writing direction and order 
thereof. 

5. The method of claim 4, wherein the basic elements u and 
in are respectively assigned to left and right sides of the basic 
element I, 
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wherein the basic elements J and are respectively 
assigned to left and right sides of the basic element it, 
and 

wherein the letters h, g, and y are recognized by sequen 
tially pressing two neighboring keys in the same direc 
tion and order as the writing direction and order thereof. 

6. The method of claim 4, wherein the basic elements 
J and ? are respectively assigned to left and right sides of 
the basic element I, 

wherein the basic elements u and n are respectively 
assigned to left and right sides of the basic element \, and 

wherein the letters g and y are recognized by sequentially 
pressing two neighboring keys. 

7. The method of claim 2, wherein a first key is comprised 
in addition to keys to which the basic elements u, I, n, Cl, D. 
J, f, ? , , and o are assigned, and 
wherein Subsequent key pressing of the first key deter 

mines each letter after a single key is pressed. 
8. The method of claim 2, wherein a second key is com 

prised in addition to keys to which the basic elements u, I, n, 
C. l. D, J, f, ? , , and o are assigned, 
wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 

lettera is recognized, the lettera is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “A, a, A., a, A', 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
lettere is recognized, the lettere is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “E, é, E. 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
letter i is recognized, the letter i is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “I, 1, I’. 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
lettero is recognized, the lettero is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “O, 6, Ó, ö, Ö”, 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
letteru is recognized, the letteru is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “U, ü, U, ti, U", and 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
letter n is recognized, the letter n is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “N, fi, N”. 

9. The method of claim 2, wherein sequential pressing of 
the basic elements I and o is recognized as an exclamation 
mark (); 

wherein sequential pressing of the basic elements D and o 
is recognized as a question mark (?); 

wherein double pressing of the basic element o is recog 
nized as a period (...); 

wherein double pressing of the basic element D is recog 
nized as a comma (); and 

wherein sequential pressing of the basic elements o and C 
is recognized as an at mark ((a). 

10. The method of claim 2, wherein subsequent basic ele 
ments that are available to be pressed to input letters after an 
initial basic element is pressed are visually identified from 
other non-available basic elements. 

11. The method of claim 3, wherein subsequent basic ele 
ments that are available to be pressed to input letters after an 
initial basic element is pressed are visually identified from 
other non-available basic elements. 

12. The method of claim 10, wherein the available basic 
elements are visually identified by using at least one of a 
backlight, an inversed color, and a different color. 

13. The method of claim 1, whereina touchpad apparatus is 
formed by using the basic element 1 as a center element, 
respectively assigning the basic elements I, , C, and D to 
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top, bottom, left and right sides of the center element, respec 
tively assigning the basic elements u and n to left and right 
sides of the basic element I, and respectively assigning the 
basic elements J and ? to left and right sides of the basic 
element i, and 

wherein the touchpad apparatus recognizes: 
dragging from the basic element C to the basic element las 

the letter a: 
dragging from the basic element I to the basic element D as 

the letterb: 
single touching of the basic element C as the letter c. 
dragging from the basic element C to the basic element I as 

the letter d: 
single touching of the basic element as the letter e; 
single touching of the basic element as the letter f: 
dragging from the basic element C to the basic element 

as the letter g; 
dragging from the basic element I to the basic element nas 

the letter h; 
single touching of the basic element 1 as the letter i: 
single touching of the basic element as the letterj; 
dragging from the basic element I to the basic element C as 

the letterk; 
single touching of the basic element I as the letter l; 
double touching of the basic element n as the letterm; 
single touching of the basic element n as the letter n: 
single touching of the basic element o as the letter o: 
dragging from the basic element it to the basic element D 

as the letter p: 
dragging from the basic element C to the basic element it 

as the letter q; 
dragging from the basic element C to the basic element D 

via the basic element 1 as the letters; 
single touching of the basic element it as the letter t. 
single touching of the basic element u as the letter u: 
double touching of the basic element 1 as the letter V: 
double touching of the basic element u as the letter w; 
dragging from the basic element D to the basic element C 

via the basic element 1 as the letter X: 
dragging from the basic element 1 to the basic element J as 

the lettery; 
and double touching of the basic element as the letter Z. 
14. The method of claim 13, wherein the basic element is 

assigned to a bottom side of the basic element it, and 
wherein the touchpad apparatus recognizes dragging from 

the basic element 1 to the basic element via the basic 
element it as the letter r. 

15. The method of claim 13, wherein the touchpad appa 
ratus recognizes: 

left-to-right or top-to-bottom dragging on the basic ele 
ment n as the letter m; 

left-to-right or top-to-bottom dragging on the basic ele 
ment 1 as the letter V: 

left-to-right or top-to-bottom dragging on the basic ele 
ment u as the letter w; and 

left-to-right or top-to-bottom dragging on the basic ele 
ment as the letter Z. 

16. A keypad apparatus for inputting letters, the keypad 
apparatus comprising a plurality of keys to which basic ele 
mentsu, I, n, C. l. D. J. , ? , , and o obtained by separating 
and symbolizing strokes of letters are separately assigned, 
and the keypad apparatus recognizing letters by using a 
method comprising at least one of 
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recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and 1 as the letter a: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
D as the letterb: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element C as the 
letter c; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and I as alphabet d: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element as the 
letter e: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element ? as the 
letter f: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and J as the letter g; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
in as the letter h; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element 1 as the 
letter i: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element as the 
letterj; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
C as the letterk; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element I as the 
letter l; 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element n as the 
letter m; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element n as the 
letter n: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element o as the 
letter o: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements and 
D as the letter p. 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and it as the letter q; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
as the letter r, 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and D as the letters; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element it as the 
letter t. 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element u as the 
letter u: 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element 1 as the 
letter v; 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element u as the 
letter w; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements D 
and C as the letter X: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
as the lettery; and 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element as the 
letter Z. 

17. The keypad apparatus of claim 16, wherein the basic 
element 1 is used as a center element, 

wherein the basic elements I, i, C, and D are respectively 
assigned to top, bottom, left and right sides of the center 
element, and 

wherein the letters a, b, d, k, p, and q are recognized by 
sequentially pressing two neighboring keys in the same 
direction and order as the writing direction and order 
thereof. 

18. The keypad apparatus of claim 17, wherein the basic 
elements u and n are respectively assigned to left and right 
sides of the basic element I, 
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wherein the basic elements and ? are respectively 
assigned to left and right sides of the basic element it, 
and 

wherein the letters h, g, and y are recognized by sequen 
tially pressing two neighboring keys in the same direc 
tion and order as the writing direction and order thereof. 

19. The keypad apparatus of claim 16, wherein the keypad 
apparatus is a touchpad apparatus. 

20. The keypad apparatus of claim 17, wherein sequential 
pressing of the basic elements I and o is recognized as an 
exclamation mark (); 

wherein sequential pressing of the basic elements D and o 
is recognized as a question mark (?); 

wherein double pressing of the basic element o is recog 
nized as a period (...); 

wherein double pressing of the basic element D is recog 
nized as a comma (); and 

wherein sequential pressing of the basic elements o and C 
is recognized as an at mark ((a). 

21. The keypad apparatus of claim 16, further comprising 
a first key in addition to the keys to which the basic elements 
u, I, n, c. 1, D, J, f, ? , , and o are assigned, 

wherein, if the first key is pressed after a small letter is 
recognized, the Small letter is changed into a capital 
letter. 

22. The keypad apparatus of claim 16, further comprising 
a first key in addition to the keys to which the basic elements 
u, I, n, c. 1, D, J, f, ? , , and o are assigned, 

wherein the first key is used to select a small letter mode or 
a capital letter mode. 

23. The keypad apparatus of claim 16, further comprising 
an additional key in addition to the keys to which the basic 
elements u, I, n, C, l, D, J, f, ? , , and o are assigned, 

wherein double key pressing is determined for each letter 
by pressing the additional key after a single key is 
pressed. 

24. The keypad apparatus of claim 16, further comprising 
a visual conversion unit for visually identifying from other 
non-available keys Subsequent keys that are available to be 
pressed to input letters after an initial key is pressed, if two 
keys are sequentially pressed. 

25. The keypad apparatus of claim 16, further comprising 
a time check unit for identifying a short time and a long time 
for sequentially pressing keys Such that the short time and the 
long time are respectively determined as periods of time for 
pressing initial and Subsequent keys. 

26. A method of inputting letters, the method comprising: 
pressing one of or sequentially pressing two of basic ele 

ments u, I, n, c. 1, O. J. , ? and obtained by sepa 
rating and symbolizing strokes of letters; determining a 
letter corresponding to the pressed basic element or the 
sequentially pressed basic elements; and 

displaying the determined letter. 
27. The method of claim 26, wherein the displaying of the 

determined letter comprises at least one of: 
recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 

and 1 as the letter a: 
recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
Oas the letterb: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element C as the 
letter c; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and I as the letter d: 
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recognizing single pressing of the basic element as the 
letter e: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element? as the 
letter f: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and J as the letter g; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
in as the letter h; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element 1 as the 
letter i: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element J as the 
letterj; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
C as the letterk; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element I as the 
letter l; 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element n as m; 
recognizing single pressing of the basic element n as the 

letter n: 
recognizing single pressing of the basic element O as the 

letter o: 
recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements and 
O as the letter p; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and it as the letter q; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and as the letter r, 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and Oas the letters; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element it as the 
letter t. 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element u as the 
letter u: 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element 1 as the 
letter v; 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element u as the 
letter w; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements O 
and C as the letter X: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
as the lettery; and 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element as the 
letter Z. 

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the displaying of the 
determined letter further comprises at least one of: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements 
?' and as the letter f: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements and 
1 as the letter t. 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements u and 
as the lettery; and 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
it as the lettery. 

29. The method of claim 27, wherein the basic element 1 is 
used as a center element, 

wherein the basic elements I, i, C, and O are respectively 
assigned to top, bottom, left and right sides of the center 
element, and 

wherein the letters a, b, d, k, p, and q are recognized by 
sequentially pressing two neighboring keys in the same 
direction and order as the writing direction and order 
thereof. 
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30. The method of claim 29, wherein the basic elements u 
and n are respectively assigned to left and right sides of the 
basic element I. 

wherein the basic elements and ? are respectively 
assigned to left and right sides of the basic element it, 
and 

wherein the letters h, g, and y are recognized by sequen 
tially pressing two neighboring keys in the same direc 
tion and order as the writing direction and order thereof. 

31. The method of claim 29, wherein the basic elements 
and are respectively assigned to left and right sides of 

the basic element I, 
wherein the basic elements u and n are respectively 

assigned to left and right sides of the basic element it, 
and 

wherein the letters g and y are recognized by sequentially 
pressing two neighboring keys. 

32. The method of claim 27, wherein a first key is com 
prised in addition to keys to which the basic elements u, I, n, 
C, 1, O. J. , ? , and are assigned, and 
wherein double key pressing is determined for each letter 

by pressing the first key after a single key is pressed. 
33. The method of claim 27, wherein a second key is 

comprised in addition to keys to which the basic elements u, 
I, n, C, l, O. J., f, ?, and are assigned, 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
lettera is recognized, the lettera is sequentially changed 
into at least one of "A. a. A ?, A", 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
lettere is recognized, the lettere is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “E, é, E”, 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
letter i is recognized, the letter i is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “I, 1, I’. 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
lettero is recognized, the letterois sequentially changed 
into at least one of "O, 6, O, ö, O”, 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
letteru is recognized, the letteru is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “U, ii, U, ii, U", and 

wherein, if the second key is repeatedly pressed after the 
letter n is recognized, the letter n is sequentially changed 
into at least one of “N, fi, N”. 

34. The method of claim 27, wherein, if a single key is 
pressed, a letter is recognized if a predetermined period of 
time passes after the single key is pressed. 

35. The method of claim 27, wherein subsequent basic 
elements that are available to be pressed to input letters after 
an initial basic element is pressed are visually identified from 
other non-available basic elements. 

36. The method of claim 28, wherein subsequent basic 
elements that are available to be pressed to input letters after 
an initial basic element is pressed are visually identified from 
other non-available basic elements. 

37. A keypad apparatus for inputting letters, the keypad 
apparatus comprising a plurality of keys to which basic ele 
ments u, I, n, c. 1, O, Ji, ? and obtained by separating 
and symbolizing strokes of letters are separately assigned, 
and the keypad apparatus recognizing letters by using a 
method comprising at least one of 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and 1 as the letter a: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
Oas the letterb: 
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recognizing single pressing of the basic element C as the 
letter c; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and I as the letter d: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element as the 
letter e: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element as the 
letter f: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and J as alphabet g; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
in as the letter h; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element 1 as the 
letter i: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element J as the 
letterj; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements I and 
C as the letterk; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element I as the 
letter l; 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element n as the 
letter m; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element n as the 
letter n: 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element O as the 
letter o: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements and 
O as the letter p; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements 
and it as the letter q; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
as the letter r, 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements C 
and Oas the letters; 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element it as the 
letter t. 

recognizing single pressing of the basic element u as the 
letter u: 
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recognizing double pressing of the basic element 1 as the 
letter v; 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element u as the 
letter w; 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements O 
and C as the letter X: 

recognizing sequential pressing of the basic elements land 
J as the lettery; and 

recognizing double pressing of the basic element as the 
letter Z. 

38. The keypad apparatus of claim 37, wherein the basic 
element I is used as a center element, 

wherein the basic elements I, i, C, and O are respectively 
assigned to top, bottom, left and right sides of the center 
element, and 

wherein the letters a, b, d, k, p, and q are recognized by 
sequentially pressing two neighboring keys in the same 
direction and order as the writing direction and order 
thereof. 

39. The keypad apparatus of claim 37, wherein the basic 
elements u and n are respectively assigned to left and right 
sides of the basic element I, 

wherein the basic elements and ? are respectively 
assigned to left and right sides of the basic element it, 
and 

wherein the letters h, g, and y are recognized by sequen 
tially pressing two neighboring keys in the same direc 
tion and order as the writing direction and order thereof. 

40. The keypad apparatus of claim 37, wherein the keypad 
apparatus is a touchpad apparatus. 

41. The method of claim 11, wherein the available basic 
elements are visually identified by using at least one of a 
backlight, an inversed color, and a different color. 

42. The keypad apparatus of claim 17, wherein the keypad 
apparatus is a touchpad apparatus. 

43. The keypad apparatus of claim 18, wherein the keypad 
apparatus is a touchpad apparatus. 
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